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Draft Industry Consultant advertisement 
 

Industry Consultant - Museum of …….. 
 
The role of the Industry Consultant is to support the head of the XXX Museum 
to deliver a new initiative which aims to enhance the sustainability of the museum by 
developing relationships, funded collaborations and knowledge exchange projects 
with the wider XXX industries. The role also is to develop the Museum’s leadership 
and workforce by instilling business development and entrepreneurial skills and 
raising awareness of how the XXX industries operate. 
 
The Museum is ….. (explain what is distinctive about your museum).  
 
Its mission is to ….. (provide the mission of your museum) 
 
We are looking for a specialist consultant with a background in the XXX industry to 
bridge the gap between the museum and its related industries by being a credible 
voice that can speak about the benefits of collaboration.  
 
The purpose of the post is to: 
 
• Impart entrepreneurial skills and understanding of business development to 
museum staff. 
 
• Broker collaborations with industry leading to collaborative projects and or 
partnerships. 
 
Specialist knowledge, skills, experience and industry contacts within the XXX 
industry is required. Experience of museums and curation is not necessary. 
 
The project takes place over a period of XXX days from XXX to XXX and will involve 
some travel and possibly overnight stays. The role will be remunerated at £XXX per 
day with a separate budget for travel and accommodation. 
 
Indicative tasks (might) include  
 
• Identification and engagement with businesses across XXX the XXX industry with 
potential to collaborate with the Museum. 
 
• Generating material for online resources. Including, but not limited to, blogposts. 
writing up surveys. 
 
• Other promotional activity and tasks in relation to the project. 
 
To apply please contact XXX by XXX with a covering letter and supporting evidence 
of why you would be suitable to provide the services required. 


